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Artist’s Statement 
      
 
“The notions of wound and collapse, transformation and rebirth are the defining principles and pivotal concepts of my two most 
recent projects Denial of Loss: The Romance of the Fragment and Revival of the Stone (and the Mountains Where They Belonged). 
The series of digital photographs, photo-based paper objects and set designs that comprise this body of work are based on the 
primary exercise—what I call sketching and doodling with my camera—of documenting antique broken sculptures found at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, photographing the often abruptly broken sections present in these stone statues and figures. My 
intention is to separate, isolate and mutate the precise fragments where the offense to the stone has happened and convert them 
into a new presence and physical element, namely, a new [paper] rock. This work is, in brief, an exercise and a meditation on cycles 
of transformation and movement, the latent presence of collapse and the force of decay against the possibilities of rebirth and 
change. My work starts with the photographic exercises but shifts to a more material and three dimensional dynamic in which I 
select the fragment in the photograph, separate it—both visually in the paper and materially with scissors and knife—and play with it, 
transforming the flat digital photographic print into an object that recalls the shape and textures of sometimes odd and strange 
mineral formations and rocks. The first outcome of this part of the process is to revive the fracture in the original objects while 
converting this broken form into a legitimate object in itself that will become a key element and a feature character in further parts of 
the process, ultimately in the theatrical section of the project. 
 
I was born in a family directly connected to the world of theater and drama. My mother used to be a puppeteer and my father, a 
psychiatrist who incorporated psychodrama as a therapeutic tool to be used with his patients, exposed me from my early childhood 
to the language of the theatrical and the stage. These visual elements, having interested and accompanied me throughout my life, 
have become the key to my photo-based artistic practice.  
 
The second reference in my work is the space and visual universe of the museum. In the past, I have been familiar with museum 
space not only as an artist who visits it as a place for inspiration or as a wandering tourist, but also as a professional working both 
outside where the collections are presented to the public and in the archives where other treasures are hidden and confined. In these 
varied spaces of the museum another imagined dynamic of transformation occurs, whereby the confined element and its wounded 
section gain and embody a distinctive type of presence. At the same time the reference to the museum is important to contextualize 
the viewer’s experience, converting Denial of Loss: the Romance of the Fragment into what I like to call a book of notes and sketches 
or a map of thinking, the place where the project actually starts. The complete title of the piece addresses both the idea of original 
trauma and the concept of resilience, making loss the primordial element from which the construction of these new universes 
becomes possible. The title intends to embrace the tension between the notions and opposing concepts of beauty and decay, the 
eternal and flowing cycles of generation and destruction, loss and recovery. The work intends to portray a museum wall or a study 
room, the place where the odd collection begins to awaken.” 
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